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From the Editor - Don Carson, NAR #11 069

This issue, we kick of the first of hopeful ly many article exchanges with other Section
newsletters. WOOSH has generously al lowed us to print the Tom Disch's Chute Release
article from their POP newsletter.

The proposed changes to the Sporting Code, aka the Pink Book, have been released.
See the Competition Corner for a discussion of the proposal and where to find it. Every
member should take a look and submit your comments. The goal is to increase
participation in competition. I f you don’t do contests, your opinion may be the most
valuable of al l !

Lastly, remember, you must safely fly your kit bash entry at a club launch before the
December Holiday Party, where they wil l be judged by popular vote. See page 6 for the
kit-bash rules - its simple! Til next time,

Fly 'em high, bring 'em back, and be safe.

Front Cover: On 24 August 2016, Ariane 5 flight

VA232 lifted off from Europe’s Spaceport in French

Guiana and delivered two satellites, Intelsat-33e and

Intelsat-36, into their planned orbits.

Photo: Arianespace

Back cover: Liftoff of a Chinese Team S8 radio
controlled rocket glider at the 2016 WSMC.
Photo: A. Papadopoulos

For questions, answers, opinions, fi les, photos, and more NARHAMS, join the

NARHAMS Yahoo group. You have to get yourself a yahoo e-mail address (but you don't

have to use it for anything else), it is free, painless, no ads, and may just be the cure for

the common cold. Also: Facebook if you are not parnoid about that sort of thing.
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ZOG-43 is dedicated to model rocketeers of al l ages,
abil ities, and interest. We are committed to providing the
most current, up-to-date information on model and real
world rocketry, and to provide educational material , as
well as, entertaining information.

ZOG-43 is published bi-monthly and is available to al l
paid up members of NARHAMS. Club membership is
open to all , dues are 1 0 cent per week.

Material in ZOG -43 is copyrighted. Free and unlimited
reproduction is granted with the proper credit to the
author and/or ZOG-43.

I f you have any questions about ZOG- 43, NARHAMS,
subscriptions, or if you have any comment(s),
correspondence, or if you’d l ike to submit an article, send
them to:

ZOG-43
11 7 Coventry Ct.
Macon, NC 27551

Email us at: zog43editor@yahoo.com

About NARHAMS
The National Association of Rocketry Headquarters Astro
Modeling Section, or NARHAMS, serves Baltimore, the
state of Maryland. , Washington, DC and the surrounding
Metropolitan areas. The club is a section (#1 39) of the
National Association of Rocketry (NAR).

We are the oldest continuously active model rocket club
in the United States, first established as a high school
club in 1 963, changing our name to NARHAMS when
chartered as a NAR section in 1 965. NARHAMS is the
only seven time winner of the NAR “Section of the Year”
award (1 997, 1 998, 1 999, 2001 , 2004, 2006, and 2007).

NARHAMS members regularly fly their model rockets at
NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt Md, at
Old National Regional park near Mt. Airy, Md. and at the
Carrol l County Agriculture Center, near Westminster, Md.

NARHAMS welcomes all to our monthly meetings and
launches.

For detai ls, dates and directions to our club, meetings
and launches, go to: http: //narhams.org
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Saturday, September 1 7th was the monthly club launch at Old

National Pike Park. Several of us met at the storage facil ity and

got the range set up and ready to go by noon. Things started

slowly for the first few hours. Flyers during the day made 1 8 night

launch test verification fl ights to see if they would perform as

needed for the night launch. Some worked and some didn’t. A

total of 1 56 fl ights were made during daytime operations. A new

box that was added to the daytime fl ight card (sti l l a work in

progress btw…) is for the

https://www. jol lylogic.com/products/chuterelease/. We had 1 2

fl ights made by various flyers taking advantage of this new

technology which allows you to open your parachute at a pre-

selected altitude after the model tumbles from apogee. I have one

of these and really l ike how it works especial ly with the trees along

the edges of the field.

We shut down the day launch at 6pm allowing for flyers to get

some dinner and get prepped for the night launch which would

start at 7pm. Mary McCoy added light sticks to the perimeter rope

and John setup the l ight fixtures for check in and the RSO table

making it much easier logistical ly. Red lamps were added to the

rack and the away pads. A few minutes after 7pm, we opened for

night launch vehicles with the sun setting. This year the date of the

night launch was “early” meaning that the day light was about 1 0

min. longer than normal for the third Sat in Sep. Kevin Johnson,

Continued next page

September Sport and Night Launch

By Jim Filler, Launch Manager

A couple of vintage Star Trek models

Photo: B. Canino

Kevin Johnson's eye-in-the-sky took

some great video see the link

Photo: B. Canino

That's a lot ofCrayola, are they on the payola?

Photo: B. Canino

Three amigos

Photo: B. Canino

Dave Smith
Photo: E. Pearson  
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Scott Branche and myself al l brought quad copters with l ights on them

to fly around during the night launch. Kevin got some footage you can

see here: NARHAMS Night Launch Video

Many flyers elected to wait unti l i t got a l ittle darker before flying their

models. John McCoy sent me some information from the night launch

he observed. We had 65 people including flyers and spectators.

Official ly we made 32 I l luminated Night fl ights from 1 2 different flyers.

In a 4 way tie for most fl ights of the night: Kevin Johnson, Mike Kelly,

Ed Jackson and Jim Fil ler each had 4 fl ights with some very nice all

LED and Programmed LED lighted rockets and one “UFOish” Odd-

Roc. 4 Clustered models flew by; Kevin Johnson -1 , J im Fil ler-2 and

Tom Jackson-1 .

This year our night flyers really stepped up. We only had 3 fl ights

using cylumes and those from a young man & his family who had built

a model for the very first time on the field. 1 6 fl ights had multi

LEDs, 1 0 had Programed multi LED's, and 3 were il luminated with EL

(electro-luminescent) wire. In al l 32 night fl ights we only suffered a

single at ejection dark fl ight. A very interesting and wonderful

occurrence was the Harvest Moon Raising just as we were closing the

launch, real ly made breaking down the range a bit brighter :) Kudo's to

al l our night flyers. Each year the night launch vehicles get a l ittle

better and the l ighting also gets better. Thanks go out to everyone who

helped with, picking up the equipment, setting up the range, doing

range duty, tearing down the range, and returning the equipment to

storage about 9:30. Yes it was a long day but sti l l my favorite launch of

the year. We had lots and lots of great daytime and night launches and

I even got to fly my quadcopter al l l i t up for night fl ight.

Flying Jenny Video Jet Freak Video

Night Launch, Continued

That is a busy rack!

Photo: A. Mankevich

Continued next page

RSO Bruce Canino checks in a model

Photo: E. Pearson

Mike Kelly's G77-6 Excalibur

Photo: E. Pearson

Kevin's leaning a little to the left

Photo: B. Canino

Mike Wise

Photo: E. Pearson
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GbTfAMcZikM&list=TLIk9O1btF4UoyNzA5MjAxNg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kiKWkmTy7eg&list=TLIk9O1btF4UoyNzA5MjAxNg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xStlIVE27f8


Continued next page

Night Launch, Continued

Photo: B. Canino

Photo: J. Burke Photo: B. Canino Photo: B. Canino

Photo: B. Canino

Photo: B. Canino

Night Launch

check in table

Photo: A.

Mankevich

Photo: B. Canino
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ONLY A FEW
LAUNCHES LEFT TO
QUALIFY YOUR KIT

BASH ENTRY FOR THIS
YEAR'S CONTEST

Kevin Johnson and his

Rocketflite Fake-Wolf;

boost; still thrusting;

seemingly being chased

by a ground-to-air

missile.

Photo: E. Pearson  

Night Launch, Continued

More of the Daytime Part of the Launch

Ed and Sara Jackson

load up two models from

a TV seiries that debuted

50 years ago.

Photo: E. Pearson  
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201 6 FAI World Championship for Space Models
NARHAMS Plays a Part

Continued next page

FAI Contest Jurist
Ed Pearson

Photo: K. Johnson

Links to more 201 6 WSMC
Photos and Videos

Front row: Dr. John Langford (Team Manager), Alyssa Stenberg (S4, S8, S9), Stoil Avramov (S3, S4, S8), Zachary Stenberg

(S4, S8, S9), Allison VanMilligan (S1 , S3, S6), Ashley VanMilligan (S1 , S6, S9) Second row: Ellis Langford (Timekeeper),

Randy Ringner (S4), Kevin Johnson (S8), Katherine Humphrey (Jr Team Manager), Kevin Kuczek (S6), Grigoriy Vislobokov

(Deputy Team Manager) Third row: Dr. Chris Kidwell (S9), Dr. Bob Kreutz (S1 , S5), Jay Marsh (S6) Back row: James

Duffy (S3, S7), Jim Filler (S3, S5), Steve Humphrey (S3, S9), Chris Flanigan (S2, S4, S7), Matthew Berk (S8), George

Gassaway (S8, S9) Not in photo: Emma Kristal (S2), Steve Kristal (S1 ), Mike Nowak (S7), Rachael Nowak (S1 , S3, S6),

Dave O’Bryan (S4, S6), Matt Steele (S1 , S2, S5) Noncompeting supporters: Dmitri Avramov, Jamen Berk, Michael Berk,

Trish Berk, Barbara Langford, Chris Nowak, Rita Ringner, Jon Stenberg, Cynthia Van Milligan, Tim Van Milligan

Team USA

Dr. Bob Kreutz on the podium for World Record
Altitude flight

Photo: K. Johnson
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A big decision in any contest is
when to launch. For the duration
events, that usually means
looking for thermals to launch
into, so that the rising air wil l
keep the models aloft longer. In
FAI competition, this becomes
more complicated because
teams need to launch 3 times
within each 90-minute round, so
the competitors have a limited
window of opportunity to find the
best air. There are also 1 5 other
teams trying to achieve the same
result, so it becomes quite a
challenge to make the launch
decision before others jump into
the launch queue ahead of you.

To help with that process, the US team used a mix of technology and
old-fashioned "gut feel ings" to determine when to launch. Jay Marsh
took up the task of sitting about 200 meters upwind of the launch site,
and relayed his weather reports to me at the pad via FRS radio. I
digested his reports, and combined them with my own observations to
make the final recommendation to launch. We both used Kestrel digital
sensors to look for changes in temperature, as well as observations of
wind shifts. With Jay positioned upwind, that gave us 1 -2 minutes of
lead time for the air mass to move from his position to the launch area.
The mid-day thermals were usually easy to spot, sometimes going up
by 5 degrees Celsius or more. In the early morning and late afternoon,
we were keying off of changes as small as 0.2 degrees.

Overal l , the process worked very well . As an outside observer, I was
able to provide a definitive launch decision, free of the second-
guessing that often hinders competitors. This also allowed the
competitors to focus on getting their models ready instead of worrying
about when to launch.

201 6 WSMC Behind the Scenes
By Dr. Chris Kidwell

This is how I spent most ofmy time in

Ukraine. Sitting in the field, watching the

weather patterns, and advising teammates

when they should launch.

Photo: V. Dmytrenko

WSMC, continued

Left:

Ashley VanMilligan is

congratulated by Team

Manager John Langford

Photo: D. Carson/

HiTechStreaming

Our Esther Roura takes a
2nd for Spain

Photo: K. Johnson

Above:

US Jr Team takes

Bronze in S8

Stoil Avramov,

Alyssa Stenberg

Zachary Stenberg

Photo: G.

Gassaway

RocketryLive. com

Right:

Emma Krystal

takes the Gold in

S2

Photo: D.

Carson/

HiTechStreaming

Continued next page
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James Duffy and his Little Joe I

with Jim Filler

Photo: FAI Andy Pag

Continued next page

WSMC, continued

Scale launches always draw a crowd

Photo: A. Papadopoulos

Chris Flanigan's

Saturn 1B

Photo: G.

Gassaway

RocketryLive. com

RSO Ewa Dudziak Przybytek of Poland (top left)

watches Slovakian Matej Hagara's Zenit 3SLB model

go haywire during the juniors scale competition.

Photo: E. Pearson

Its a team sport - Jim Filler, James
Duffy, and Steve Kristal

Photo: K. Johnson

Dave O'Bryan spent some time
reading air

Photo: K. Johnson

George Gassaway takes a break

to shoot some pics

Photo: D. Carson/

HiTechStreaming

Matt Steele, Dr. Bob Kreutz, and Steve Kristal
are ready to fly Altitude

Photo: K. Johnson
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Kevin Johnson flies, Dave O'Bryan spots

Photo: G. Gassaway RocketryLive. com

NARHAMSter Jim Filler helps Matt Berk prep for S8

Photo: G. Gassaway RocketryLive. com

Left:

Nice landing, right

on the target

Photo: D. Carson/

HiTechStreaming

Left:

A US Team slide

wing S4A model

Photo: G.

Gassaway

RocketryLive. com

Stoil Avramov and his S4A scissor flop wing glider

Photo: G. Gassaway RocketryLive. com

Another beautiful scissor, flop-wing

Photo: A. Papadopoulos

WSMC, continued
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Tobin's Range Box Tips
Bait Binder
Great for parachutes.
Fi l ler packs to add are
available. Walmart,
$9.96. They have the
most reasonable in
price. Others available
at Bass Pro, Cabellas
or Gander Mtn.

Neon Tape
This is art supply tape,
comes in multiple neon
colors. School art
suppliers or art supply
stores.

Needle Tip Applicator Bottle
This bottle is excellent for CA fine gluing and
for direct application of CA accelerator to
apply directly to area without it running all
over your model. Hobby Lobby is where I
purchase them, also available online.

Fishing Scissors
Available at al l fishing sports stores
including Walmart. Made to cut
braided fishing l ine. Works on
kevlar! About $4.

Editor's note: I met Barbara Tobin, and her husband Tom, at
NARAM56 and again at NARAM58, where we were sun
shelter neighbors. Another Carolina rocketeer, she also flies in
Ohio with her brother, long time modeler Tom Secrist. She had
a lot of great ideas and agreed to share some of them with us.
Thanks, Barb!
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By Alex Mankevich

One would think that a hurricane lurking off the coast of Ocean City would
assure a cancelled launch due to a combination of high winds and
torrential rain. However, Goddard Sunday dawned bright and sunny with
a gentle 9 mph NNE wind. Yippee! The launch was on! Moreover, the
dreaded high temperatures and soaring humidity of the preceding months
were gone. I t was actual ly comfortable.

We didn’t quite know what to expect for this launch, being a holiday
weekend and all . Mike Cochran already had informed us that he had
other holiday plans. Ole Ed’s return from officiating at the World Space
Modeling Championships in the Ukraine was likely to have kept him
sidel ined due to a rough adjustment back to Eastern Daylight Savings
Time. The holiday weekend was likely to keep the number of flyers to a
minimum.

We had a troika of NARHAMSters to run this launch. (New) Ed Jackson
did the launch control and PA announcements. Ed commented
authoritatively on the make, model and features of the model rockets as
they awaited launch on the launch rack. Ed also worked in some ‘color
commentary’ about NARHAMS and the upcoming OSIRIS-REx asteroid
sample return mission. Ole Ed Pearson did the safety check-in and
performed the event photography. Alex Mankevich did the range set up
and pad assistance. We set up the launch range in our usual summer
time configuration of placing the launch rack on the lawn in front of the
white Delta rocket.

We had a respectable total of number of 54 fl ights (for a holiday) along
with the usual number of igniter wire fai lures. Roughly half of the flyers
also picked up their First Time Flyer certificates. The models’ sizes
ranged from the tiny Mosquito to the hulking Sidewinder. Several of the
launch racks look quite colorful with their array of rockets. The winds
aloft were evidently stronger than what we felt on the ground. This
caused a large number of rockets to be lost into the trees at the south
east corner of the launch range.

September 201 6 Goddard Visitors Center:
“We Ain’t ‘Fraid of no ‘Cane.”

Sidewinder launch.

Ed at the launch control.

Alex Mankevich gives a safety briefing
prior to the launch.

Shirley of the Visitor Center
generates a new flyer certificate.

Photos: E. Pearson
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How would you like to fly your rocket with larger motors but your

launch site is surrounded by trees? What if you want to bring your

latest futuristic creation down gently on a bigger parachute but

are afraid it wil l drift into the next county? Maybe you’re not up for

a ½ mile hike through the tal l weeds or deep snow? A new

product from Jolly Logic may be just what you are looking for. As

the name implies, Chute Release is an electronic device that

releases your parachute at a pre-designated altitude. The motor

ejection charge pops off the nose cone and parachute at or near

apogee but instead of the parachute immediately opening the

Chute Release restrains it with a strong elastic band. The rocket descends rapidly with only

the drag from the nose cone, and the wadded up parachute to slow it down. When the pre-

set altitude is reached, a small pin holding the rubber band is retracted and the parachute

opens normally.

Flight Performance

So how has Chute Release performed? Out of the 1 5 times I remembered to turn on the

Chute Release I have a 1 00% success rate. I have set the altitude as low as 1 00 feet

successful ly but I now set it between 200 or 300 feet for my fl ights.

I have flown it in five different rockets with motors ranging from E1 2-4 to a G53-5FJ. Fl ights

have ranged from 435 to 1 088 ft in altitude. I t was flown three times on a very windy day at

the Sod Farm recently and a Mega Mosquito fl ight to 868 feet on an E20-4W would definitely

have been lost if not for Chute Release. I also think Chute Release helps prevent zippers

because a high speed ejection wil l not put as much force on the shock cord without the

parachute opening. I had a late ejection at Bong with the rocket moving very fast with no

zipper damage.

My Experiences with the Jolly Logic Chute Release

An Article Exchange With The WOOSH POP Newsletter

Author evaluated the Chute Relesase on a variety ofmodels

By Tom Disch, NAR #981 42

Photo: Jolly Logic

Continued next page
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Tips

First of al l , practice makes perfect. Practice packing your chute,

practice releasing the chute with the self-test feature, and practice

shaking the parachute to make sure it does not open before the

proper altitude. John Bean (Jol ly Logic) also recommends a “puff”

test by blowing into the motor mount tube to see if you can eject

the nose cone and parachute. The added benefit is that you may

get a taste of AP or black powder residue when you do this.

Everyone has their own ideas about how to pack a parachute.

Keep in mind the parachute wil l have an elastic band wrapped

around it preventing it from opening so the optimum technique wil l

most l ikely be different from what you are used to.

I simply lay the parachute out, bring the shroud lines up to the top

and then back down to the bottom. I pul l the sides of the

parachute over to cover the shroud lines and then do either a

single fold or a z-fold depending on my length restrictions. I

usually have to pull the sides in a l ittle more to pull the elastic

band around and snap in the pin. I f you have forgotten to attach the

tether to a shroud line at this point you wil l curse softly and start

over. The Jolly Logic website has a video showing an alternate way to pack your parachute and of course TRF (The Rocketry Forum) members

have many thoughts about the “only” proper way to do it.

I t is probably a good idea to put some type of marking on your rocket that you remove when the Chute Release is turned on. This would have

prevented my earl ier “oops”. I also think it is a good idea to keep black powder residue from entering the micro USB connector at the bottom of

Chute Release. You can buy small rubber plugs from Amazon.com for this purpose or just use a small piece of tape. Dino Chutes sells a protector

bag for CR that looks l ike it should work well .

A word of caution regarding water. Should you dunk your CR in a pond like I did at Bong, Jol ly Logic recommends immediately opening the case,

disconnecting the battery, and drying it out. This is to prevent “ki l l ing” the battery. Reinstal l the battery, charge it up and you should be good to go.

Chute Release, Continued

Chute Release secured to a folded chute ready to stow in the model

Continued next page
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Simulation

I f you want to simulate Chute Release on your rocket you wil l need to

obtain a copy of Rocksim software. The trick is to add a drogue

parachute to your rocket that you set to “Deploy at Max Ejection

Delay”. That wil l simulate the drag of your nose cone and wadded-up

parachute. For your main parachute set “Deploy at Altitude” and put in

the altitude Chute Release is set for. I am not aware whether this can

be done with Openrocket. See a screenshot to the top right.

Click on
this photo
to see Tom

Disch
launch and
narrate a
test flight.

You can tweak the size of the drogue chute to match your actual

descent more closely. Those of you who have recording altimeters

should be able to measure the descent velocity before the main chute

opens and “fine tune” the size of your drogue chute to match that

velocity for a very accurate simulation. The right center screen

capture is what it looks l ike in Rocksim using Chute Release on a

D1 2-3 powered rocket.

To show the difference it can make, I used Rocksim to simulate a

Mega Mosquito fl ight without and with Chute Release. I modeled an

E30-7T motor in a 3-7mph light wind with zero rod angle and a large

24” parachute. Without Chute Release, Rocksim says you wil l hike

700 feet to get your rocket. With CR the simulation says you wil l walk

1 58 feet to pick up your rocket.

I would l ike to add using Chute Release does not el iminate the need

for good rocketry skil ls and common sense. Flying a 1 4oz rocket with

a G64 motor on a windy day at the Sod Farm is probably not a good

idea regardless which recovery system you are using.

So there you have it. I think Chute Release is the best new rocketry

innovation in recent memory. I think it’s going to have a big impact on

Mid-power rocketry and possibly some on High-power as well . Give it

a try. Now where did I put that G64 reload?

Chute Release, Continued
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By Alex Mankevich

Photos: E. Pearson

NARHAMS held its latest Carroll County AG

Center launch on Saturday September 24, 2016. It

was a pleasant fall day even thought it started out

quite cloudy. The AG Center was running its Corn

Maze that day as well. They had set up their Corn

Maze admission station on the spot on the little hill

where we normally set up our launch range.

Consequently, we moved our launch range down the hill across

from the north horse paddock. This location gave us a ‘down in

the valley’ theme for our launch.

The Ha family pulled out all the stops. They had a full crew on

the field with Tom, Maria, Chris, Zach and Heather. They also

made the AG Center debut of their 1 3’x1 3’ pop-up tent. The

thing is a monster! Ed and Sarah Jackson made it yet another

family affair at the launch range. The NARHAMS officers were

well represented as President Alex Mankevich and Section

Advisor Mark Wise were also there to fly.

Bill Boublitz provided the Jolly Logic chute release action on a

couple of his flights. The Ha family stayed true to form by

launching several of their saucer models. Ed Jackson went big with his

Bertha models. He flew both his

Stretched Bertha and his Super

Big Bertha on C-11 s. He teamed

up with Sarah to once again fly a

side-by-side launch of their

Paladin and Grand Paladin

models. Alex flew a couple two-

engine cluster flights of his

Pratt&Whiskey model on a pair

ofC-11 motors and then on a pair

ofD-12 motors. Mark Wise

rocked an intimidating theme.

He flew his Eradicator on a

G-77 and his Interrogator-G

on an F-52. Tom Ha

provided an international

theme by flying is

Australian heritage Mirra

Bodka model. Bruce

Mitchell gave us some two-

stage action with a couple

of his Solar Flare flights.

The nail-biter of the

day was Chris Ha’s

flight of his NCB (as

in ‘Never Coming

Back’) Archer on a G-54.

High into the cloudy

skies it sailed, then long

towards the corn maze it

drifted. It disappeared

over the hill looking very

much like it would be

lost in the maze. Chris

and Zach braved the

feared ‘children of the

corn’ to eventually and

triumphantly return with the rocket.

A whopping total of 91 flights were made. Flyers

took advantage of the AG Center field by flying

some of the more powerful stuff. Mark Wise’s

Interrogator-G on a F52, Brady Lowe’s Argent on a

F50, Bill Boublitz’s Sahara on a F50, Heather Ha’s

Orange Saucer on a G35, Chris Ha’s Saucer on a

G35, Bill Boublitz’s Scion on G40, Chris Ha’s NCB

Archer on a G54 and Mark Wise’s Eradicator on a

G77 all provided the loud noise and copious smoke

that make this hobby so exciting.
Mark loads Interrogator-G

Eric, Heather, Zach, Bruce, Bill

Maria and Ed

Bill preps

The Great AG Center Launch of September 201 6

Has return with Archer

Maria launches
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By Alex Mankevich
NARHAMS President

My fellow space launch enthusiasts and I shed a tear recently

as Space X’s Falcon 9 rocket experienced a RUD (Rapid

Unscheduled Disassembly) while undergoing pre-launch

engine static-fire testing on September 1 , 201 6 (read an

article at http: //www.businessinsider.com/spacex-nasa-

reactions-rocket-explosion-201 6-9). The mishap destroyed

the rocket and its enclosed satel l ite. The entire manifest of

Falcon 9 launches had been suspended pending the results

of an on-going investigation to identify and remedy the cause

of this malfunction.

We can use this unfortunate event as a reminder that

preparation, planning, situational awareness and emphasis

on safety are all essential to keeping our NARHAMS launch

ranges safe from mishaps. I t used to be the case that NAR

members could brag that no fatal accident ever occurred as a

result of model rocket activity. We have been humbled by the

model rocket-related fatal ity at a Boy Scout launch in

California during November 201 5 (read an article at

http: //www.sbsun.com/general-news/201 5111 5/longtime-boy-

scouts-leader-dies-in-johnson-valley-accident).

The State of the NAR July 201 6 report (download at

http: //www.nar.org/wp-content/uploads/201 4/07/State-of-the-

NAR-July-201 6.pdf ) del ivered by NAR Past-President Ted

Cochran emphasized that “significant risk reduction can be

achieved by positioning people and vehicles crosswind from

the launch pads”.

Launch rods are to be

angled away from the

crowds at five degrees or

at 1 inch per foot of

launch guide. The

NAR’s Primary Concerns

also posted in this report

state that minor rocketry

incidents happen too

often at the rate of

several times per year.

Near misses and landing

mishaps also occur too

frequently. The NAR

advises that we are not

to fly rockets over people

or parking areas and to

Oh, Phooey! Another Rocket Went Kablooey!
From the Zog

Continued next page

Photo: A. Mankevich

Photo: CNN
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so that they wil l fly safe, as

well as to conduct our

launches in a safe manner.

Kindly comply with al l the

precautions and

instructions announced by

either the launch manager

or the range safety officer.

Share with them your

concerns regarding any

on-site activity that can be

regarded as possibly

unsafe. Encourage those

near you to pay attention

to the announcements and

commentary made over

the PA system. Move your

car away from the range

head after you’ve finished unloading. I f you’re uncertain about

any aspect of your rocket or your motor selection, ask the

members around the launch range for guidance. Kindly respect

the fact that either the launch manager or RSO wil l have the

final say regarding models and/or issues that arise during the

course of the launch.

NARHAMS wishes Space X well in their efforts to get back to

routine launching of their Falcon 9 rocket. In an effort to boost

the morale of Space X’s CEO and Lead Designer Elon Musk

and all the scientists, engineers and technicians working to fix

the problem, we’ve attached a few images of some less-than-

nominal fl ights at NARHAMS-attended launches. Yes,

even some of our fl ights may not be perfect.

From the Zog, continued

not al low people to

park their vehicles

where rockets are

landing. One

guiding concern is

that the financial

health of the NAR

would be

significantly

(negatively)

impacted by a

major incident.

NARHAMS

conducts two

highly-visible

launches nearly

every month at

both Old National

Pike Park and at

the Goddard Visitor

Center. The non-rocketry public can readily witness our

launches at both these sites. Not al l the lay witnesses at our

launches are folks famil iar with the precautions taken on the

launch range. Neither are they likely to be aware of the l ight-

weight construction materials and the extent to which the

motors are tested and certified for use. Joe Sixpack may not

remember all the rockets that flew nominally, but he’l l

certainly remember the rocket that went ‘zig, zag, zog’ or

came in ball istic near his car.

I t is our shared responsibi l ity to assemble our model rockets

Photo: A. Mankevich

Photo: A. Mankevich
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By Jim Baird, Launch Manager
Photos: M. Ratel

The August Sport Launch was held at the Old National Pike Park on August

20, 201 6. Temperatures were a bit warm in the mid to upper 80s, with very

l ight breezes under 7 mph. Skies were mostly sunny all day. Launches with

up to G motors were allowed since there were no games being held in the

park that day.

The theme for the launch was “Flying Saucers.” Certainly more than a few

saucers and some odd-looking UFOs were spotted flying around that day!

Cub scout pack 457 attended the launch from Rockvil le, MD with a number

of scouts eager to fly their first rockets.

There were over 1 60 successful fl ights, with only a dozen or so misfires.

There was also an occasional CATO or two, with a somewhat spectacular

CATO during one of Jef Fineran’s mid-power fl ights.

There were five multi-stage fl ights, al l stages successfuly recovered. There

were also quite a few mid-power fl ights employing delayed chute releases.

Out of al l of these fl ights, only one fl ight got caught in a tree, such were the

cooperating winds that day!

Thanks to Ed Jackson, Mike Kelly, and Alex Mankovich (and anyone else I

missed!) for helping to set up/break down the equipment and for transport

to/from storage, and for helping out the scouts when they needed checks or

repairs.

Number of fl ight by motor class:

½A: 2 A: 39

B: 67 C: 28

D: 1 0 E: 5

F: 7 G: 8 Continued next page

August 201 6 Mt Airy Sport Launch
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August Sport Launch, Continued
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Background:

Tom Bagg has been prominent for decades in the Catonsvil le, Maryland area as the “Rocket Man”
resulting from his model rocket launches at elementary schools and for scout groups. Tom coordinates
the schools’ purchasing of the model rocket kits, motors and other supplies. He is joined at his talk and
build sessions and at his launches by his wife Johanna. Together they do more than just launch the
model rockets and have the kids chase after them. They both insist on “adding educational value” to
their rocket launch experiences by preceding them with a presentation on rocket history, Newton's
laws, current space exploration programs and model rocket launch safety. Johanna supervises the
students’ modeling of the NASA white EVA space suit, blue Shuttle suit and clean room bunny suit.
She also does a presentation with actual samples of astronaut food and what’s required for meal
preparation and food consumption in zero gravity. Tom is the custodian of NARHAMS’ Launch System
3 due to his continuous involvement in outreach activities.

ZOG: How long have you and Johanna been conducting the model rocket launches and

rocketry presentations at the elementary schools in Catonsville?

Tom: Johanna and I have been doing model rockets at schools since our son was in 4th grade. We
regularly have done talks and rocket launches at the Westowne Elementary School yearly from 1 994
to the present, the Westchester Elementary School yearly from 2004 to the present and the Hil lcrest
Elementary School yearly from 2011 to the present. Also, the Peter Pan Learning Center Kindergarten
in June 2009 and the Primary Day School in Apri l 2004.

ZOG: What are some of the other launches you have performed in the Catonsville community?

Tom: We’ve been conducting scout rocket build and launch events since 1 994, particularly Cub Scout
Pack 65 in 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007 and 2008. Other Cub Scout Pack sessions include Pack 462,
Pack 11 7 and Pack 495. We’ve done sessions with Girl Scouts and with the Girl Scouts Community 51
Encampment in June 2006. Also, we’ve performed the SGT Company Picnic Model rocket
demonstration in 2005, 2008 and 201 0.

I ’ve also been involved with numerous other events through the Goddard Space Flight Center including
the Space Day Model rocket demonstration at GSFC Visitor Center (5/4/06), the model rocket launch
event for Meade HS (1 2/1 0/1 2), supervised the rocket science fair project for Ruben Alvarado, 7th
grade (2/5/06), the Capitol College STEM Program, the Fairmont HS in Apri l 2009, the Hyattsvi l le

Keeping Up With Thomas C. Bagg, III
An Interview with Alex Mankevich

Continued next page
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Middle School ( Apri l 201 0), the Model Rocket Streamer Duration Contest (3/26/2011 ), the Crossroads
Church, El l icott City (11 /2/201 3) and the NASA Spinoff/Optimus Prime winners model rocket launch at
GSFC on 7/1 6/1 5 and 6/29/1 6.

ZOG: How did you get involved with the OPSPARC Rocket Launch program at the NASA

Goddard Visitor Center?

Tom: I used to work in the organization that sponsors/hosts the Optimus Prime spinoff contest. Last
year they asked if I could do a model rocket launch for them. They enjoyed it so much they asked me
to do it again this year. Thanks to Alex Mankevich for joining in and bringing some of his models this
year.

ZOG: What part about your ‘History of Rocketry’ presentation fascinates you the most?

Tom: The fact that most of the big Firsts in rocketry and spacefl ight were done by the Soviet Union.
Also, how much of spacefl ight is control led by politics. The OSIRIS-REx and the Canadian instrument
were both affected by their respective government funding processes. We were concerned about
potential government shutdowns every October, the Canadians had to worry about being funded in
time to build their instrument prior to launch.

ZOG: What is your role as the OSIRIS-REx Risk

Manager? How long have you been performing this

duty? Do you need to stay in this role throughout the

mission (until the actual sample return?

Tom: I have been the OSIRIS-Risk Manager since July
201 2. I had never done risk management before. The
primary duty is to interview monthly al l the major group
leads on the project to find out what is worrying them,
discuss what can be done about it, and determine if it
needs to be brought to the attention of the Project
Managers. I keep track of the risks in an on-l ine risk
database. I use the database as an agenda to run the
monthly Risk Management Board where all the managers
and leads discuss the risks and determine what to do and
how much money to spend to mitigate or prevent the bad thing from happening. My role as Risk
Manager ends with the end of the Development Project at about 30 days after launch. The Operations
Project is a much smaller group at GSFC and wil l maintain only the operations risks at a lower level of
effort throughout sample return.

Tom Bagg, Continued

Continued next page
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ZOG: Your elementary school launches usually involve over 1 00 rocket flights.

Are there any particular memories that stand out for some reason?

Tom: Two things stand out for me. First, the pure excitement and joy all of the students
express leading up to and throughout launch day. I get greeted as “the rocket man” al l
year long as I shop and dine in Catonsvil le.

Second, the arts and crafts skil l levels of the students have gone down dramatical ly in
the last few recent years. The students build the rockets at their own homes. I suggest
they have parental help, but have no control over that. I feel that kids and their family
members do not do arts and crafts the way we used to. They spend more time on
electronics than actual ly doing anything. I always have the teacher collect the rockets
and get them to me about 2 weeks prior to launch so I can do a safety check and
prepare them for launch. The early years there were only a few in each class that
needed major repairs. One third to one half of the rockets have needed major repairs in
the recent years. This caused me to provide a build demo to the class before I give
them the kits. The build demo has greatly reduced the number of major repairs.
Unfortunately, Estes no longer provides extra engine mount parts in their bulk packs
and I have about used up my stock from the early years. I sti l l have lots of extra Alpha-
I I I parachutes, but not many engine mounts.

ZOG: What do you think is needed to keep today’s youth engaged with the

nation’s space exploration program? More space museums, more collaborative

student launch activities, more space science fiction movies or TV specials?

Tom: This is real ly hard. All of the above would help. We need to get the youth doing
things instead of just simulating it on their electronics. Anything that gets them moving
and doing things with their hands helps.

ZOG: What is your involvement with the Thomas C Bagg Standards Award?

Tom: Thomas C. Bagg, Jr. , for whom the award is named, was my father. Dad was the
image standards representative from the National Institutes of Science and Technology.
In that capacity, he represented the US in image quality around the world. Dad was a
long time member of the AI IM Society for Image Management Professionals that
sponsors the award.

Tom Bagg, Continued
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By Edward Jackson, Launch Manager
Photos: E Pearson, except as noted

The first Sunday of August at Goddard was a blue sky day in the low 90s. At the start of

the launch the winds were low for the site but picked up in the second hour of the launch.

For this launch we had most of the standard crew of ‘Ole’ Ed Pearson doing photos and

PR, Mark and Richard Crisco on check-in, Mike Cochran at launch support, Ian Cochran

doing tree recovery and myself (Ed Jackson) fi l l ing in for Alex, who was on a business trip,

at announcements and launch control. Ed Pearson also made the necessary calls to the

alphabet agencies to alert them of our activities in the airspace.

For a relatively hot day, we sti l l had a sizable crowd show up, keeping us busy the whole

launch. The crew sent up 90 rockets on 20 racks (6 misfires) with most rocketeers getting

their rockets back safety in the beginning. As the wind picked up during the launch, so did

the appetite of the rocket eating trees towards south side of the Visitor’s Center. The

Visitors Center reported 30 New Flyer certificates had been handed out. A cub-scout pack

also made an appearance flying a rack of colorful ly painted High Flyers. A few scale

models made their way in to the launch with a Bullpup, Tomahawk cruise missi le and my

Nike Apache that I dedicated to Herb Desind.

Many thanks were given to NARHAM by the participants with a number

of people vowing to

be back at the next

launch. We also had

a few rocketeers

inquire about the

club’s other activities

and took home flyers

on NARHAM. I want

thank the crew for

their help and support

on making my first

time at the helm a

good one.

August 201 6 GSFC Visitor Center Launch Report

The crowd is eager to launch.

Mark Crisco checks the first rocket of the day, a Star Wars

Naboo fighter. New Ed replaces Ole Ed at the controls. .

Ed Jackson, running the launch.

Photo: L. Levine
Mya waits to load her

Fliskits Thing-a-ma-j ig
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National
Rocketry

Convention
Coming To Our
Area Next Year!

Upcoming Meeting
Presentation Topics:

October 1 - WSMC recap (Jim Fil ler/Kevin Johnson)
November 5 - Planning for 201 7
December 3 - Holiday Pot Luck Dinner and Raffle

Upcoming Launch Themes:

October 1 5 - Odd Rocs
November 1 9 - Helicopters
November 26 - Ag Center Launch
December 1 7 - Open theme

Bits and Pieces

The online registration for the 201 7 NAR Convention
(NARCON 201 7) is now open online. The NAR’s annual
convention wil l be held February 24-26, 201 7 at the
Crowne Plaza Dulles Airport Hotel in Herndon, VA.
NARCON wil l include the fol lowing interesting activities:

• 28 breakout groups on a wide range of topics in 4
tracks: model rocketry, TARC techniques, high power
rocketry, and professional spaceflight
• A research and development competition with $1000
in cash prizes
• A banquet with Lee Piester as the keynote speaker,
talking about the founding of Centuri Engineering
Company in the early days of our hobby
• Displays and presentations by rocketry product
manufacturers
• A tour of a local aerospace company on Friday 
• Special tours of the Udvar Hazy Center of the
Smithsonian National Air & Space Museum on Sunday;
it is less than 5 miles from the convention site

This is a great rocketry activity for those winter months
where flying isn't so much fun. Student members of
registered TARC 201 7 teams wil l be able to attend
NARCON free (the dinner is extra).
The event website with more details on the activities
and online registration is information is www.narcon.org

Trip Barber
NAR 4322 L3
NARCON-201 7 Director

NARHAMSters in the News

The Baltimore Sun features a nice story about
Stoil and Dimitre Avramov. Check it out:

Elkridge father, son share love for the
'magic of fl ight'
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By Jennifer Ash

I did go to NARAM to fly rockets, but Kevin Johnson and I had started

a trend where we would do something tourist related on the Saturday

after NARAM. Since Kevin is going to the Ukraine and wasn't in

Missouri, I had to find something to do on my own.

I was flying in, so I need to figure out which place to go: St. Louis?

Kansas City (where Doc flew in and out of)? Tulsa? I had never seen

the Gateway Arch, so I flew into St Louis. Springfield is a 3 hour drive

away. That was doable.

However, there were fun things to do in Springfield as well ! (Besides

finding metal l ic sharpies at the Walmart. ) On the way to the field was

a sign for Fantastic Caverns.

This is a ride through a cave -

the only one in America, and

one of only 4 in the World. The

others are in Barbados, France

and Yugoslavia. The

Alexanders went on Sunday,

and Amanda Boadway got a

group together to go sometime

during the week. I final ly made

it Friday afternoon. I t was a

really neat cave, and getting to

sit while seeing was great

(although I was on the side

where we had to lean over a

lot. ) There are a lot of caves in

Missouri, but this one was an

hour long tour and fun. They

had electric l ights in the caves in the 1 880s (before the town of

Springfield had lights) and the tour guide showed you what it was like

to explore the cave with a candle, and the various versions of l ights

since then.

Trivia time: The Arch turned 50 in October 201 5 (So NARHAMS is

older than the Arch!)

Figuring out how to get to the Gateway Arch while making my plane

took some planning. I bought my timed entry ticket to the Arch (1 2:20

pm) the night before and made it to the grounds by 11 :30 am. They

were doing some work, so lots of the grounds were fenced off, but I

got some cool pictures from one of the feet, and at the top of the

Arch.

Since I was traveling alone, just l ike

Disney, I got to get out of l ine and cut

ahead of people. The elevators are 8

pods that hold 5 people each. They

come back and see if anyone is wil l ing

to separate for the trip up so all pods

are ful l . Eight pods go at once, so all

forty people arrive at the same time. I

was up in the top before 1 pm. The

group I was sharing the elevator with

had waited 40 minutes after their timed

entry to get to the elevators (They were

a group of 4).

What else to do at NARAM besides fly rockets?

Continued next page
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Once up there, there is not a lot of room. The first thing we all did was take a picture

with the height on the wall . (630 Feet/1 92 meters) The group took my picture, and I

took theirs.

I then leaned over and took some pictures out of the very small windows. The

Mississippi river is to the east, and there was a river front and some boats. The city of

St. Louis was to the west, were we could see the Baseball Stadium and the

courthouse.

I was back down to Terra Firma by 1 :1 0, after 20 minutes up at the top of the Arch.

The group on the way down timed it, and it took 3 minutes. I didn't stay for the

documentary. I was really tired, and I figured I would have fal len asleep and not

woken up for hours. I did see a few other rocketeers waiting for times after me.

So now I can say I have been in the Gateway Arch!

What Else, Continued

Apparently Jen is not allowed in the pool!
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NARAM-59 Competition and
Sport Launch

No announcement has been made
yet as to the location or events for

the next Annual Meet.

For current info, go to
www.nar.org

J u s t An nou n ced !

Carl McLawhorn

Memorial Flyoff 4

October 1 5-1 6, 201 6
Weber Farm, Grove City, PA

1 /4A Parachute Duration

A Flex-Wing Duration

AAltitude with Altimeter

B Boost Glide*

F Helicopter Duration

*Under a gentlemen’s agreement, al l
particpant’s are asked (not required) to
please fly a SEMROC Swift or Hawk
boost gl ider kit for B BG in honor of the

late Carl McLawhorn, founder of
SEMROC.

Information at
http: //www.psc473.org/events/

McLawhorn.htm

Proposed Competition Rules Released!
Comments sought on new rules

By Don Carson

The potential changes to the competition scene have now gone from rampant
rumors, wanton speculation and conspiracy theories to a concrete set of proposals
that we can now review.

This, of course, has taken most of the fun out of the idea for the most vocal in the

fray and the furor that was raised on the principal discussion venue (the Yahoo

Groups Competition Model Rocketry forum, or CROC) has completely evaporated.

You can find these proposed changes on the NAR website HERE. You wil l need to

log on with your NAR username and password. What you wil l find is a cl ickable l ist of

each section of the new to-be-renamed Pink Book (the official rules for competition).

Each line is a section of the new book. The committee has done a great job of

editing the old rules to simplify them and put them in a common format (where it

make sense). Many of the changes are l ike what we outl ined in the last issue of the

Zog.

There are a few surprises - some events are gone (Space Systems, Super Scale,

Drag Race, RC Glider event, Mentorship, R&D, and the Provisional Events: Super-

Roc XL, Pee-Wee payload, Payload Duration Rules (not regular PD) and Super-Roc

XL Duration Rules). As new Pres. John Hochheimer al luded to in the August

Electronic Rocketeer, the NAR is planning something different for Craftsmanship and
Continued next page

Competition Corner:

Rule Changes Detailed
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Competition Corner, Continued

R&D events, so they won’t be going away.

What is left for us to do is to look at what has been proposed

and offer critiques with suggestions for how to address

changes you would l ike to see. Each section of the new

rules has a place to make comments. The comments are

moderated and you must use language suitable for viewing

by our youngest members. Comments wil l be accepted up

unti l November 30th of this year.

One month into the review period, there are precious few

commenters and comments. The most commented section

is: 1 3. Competition and Championships. This is the section

that detai ls the new also-to-be-renamed Spacemodeling

Qualifier Series (SQS), but they all need to be reviewed.

Committee Chair, Ed LaCroix, has stressed that although he

and his committee have led this effort, this is our process

and future to put in place. I t was clear that the current

change process was not up to the task of addressing the

decline in participation in model rocketry competition. The

NAR wants our input to make competiton vibrant and

growing. That being said, it doesn’t look l ike the Board of

Trustees, who wil l ultimately decide this, want the answer to

be that we want it the way it was.

I urge all NAR member to give this a look. The committee

wants input from those who participate in competition and

those who don’t, as well . I t is hoped that the changes made

wil l help increase participation in contests and competition. I t

isn’t the only fix, but it is supposed to help make competition

more accessible and inviting for contestants and those

running the contests.

Final
Club

National
Contest

Rankings
And

Points
For

2016

Congratulations
to all who

participated in
the contest

season.
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Allow me to try to paint you a picture of what NARAMs used to be

like.

My first visit to the NAR’s Annual “Road Show” was the 5th NARAM.

I t was sponsored by the U.S. Air Force at Hanscomb Airfield, in

Massachusetts. I was just a spectator then. I bel ieve

there were only 50 contestants that year. I

volunteered for tracking duty on my first day and was

sent out to Tracking West. I learned quickly, and we

had “track closed” on almost everything that flew.

All was quiet unti l a cargo plane was taking off right

toward Tracking West. We were about 50 feet from

the side of the runway. Just as it got about 200 feet

from us they lit the JATO rockets for a quick take-off!

Lots of fire, smoke and too much noise! We had to

push our fingers into our ears to protect them. Yep, we were flying a

NARAM next to an active Air Force runway! That real ly woke us up!

We had a short range of rocket engines from “A” to “B” then “F”

engines. The middle range was not yet available. No “C”, “D” or “E”

engines yet.

We met Vern and Gleda Estes who were fun to talk with and

interested in what everyone was flying. They were competing also.

Gleda had a Parachute Duration model with a four foot wide cleaner

bag ‘chute. When it opened, it caught a thermal and went back up!

Back in those days we did not have to return the model to win.

Gleda won First Place. We were all very impressed with Gledas’

fl ight. Later, an Air Force Thunderbird Team Pilot reported in. The

Air Tower had him repeat his story over the P.A.

system: “I saw a rocket on a ‘chute 1 0 miles away at

2,000 feet and sti l l cl imbing.” We really loved hearing

that!

Harry Stine, NAR President, arranged for an Egg-Loft

fl ight. We didn’t know if the raw egg would survive

intact or not. The rocket was flown on a Coaster Corp.

20 lb. thrust “F” engine. With a one second burn, you

would swear that it sat on the pad thrusting for one

second before it took off! When it parachuted safely

down, he had our special guest, Wil ly Ley, famous science author,

open the rocket & pull out the egg. A big cheer went up from the

crowd as he announced: “I t survived”! I think most of us were

surprised at that!

We had a great time meeting new friends, which is the best part of

going to a NARAM. On the last day we had a special treat. The Air

Force Thunderbirds flew their flying demo show for us. We were all

amazed at how well they flew.

Memories of NARAM5, August 1963
By Doug Frost

NAR #3446

"We were about 50
feet from the side

of the runway.
Just as it got

about 200 feet
from us they lit the
JATO rockets for a

quick takeoff!"
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